
Q:  What federal mandates and policies do agencies need to be 
aware of to ensure compliance for archiving and long-term 
data retention?

Rob Davies: There was a time when data retention, backup, archiving and 
everything that falls under that umbrella, was hit or miss. But now, managing 
government data is growing increasingly more complex and governing policies 
have become more stringent. Veterans health care information must be archived 
for 75 or 100 years after the last record is closed. We are living in a world where 
maintaining a century of data and media is within reason. Under these policy 
guidelines, we educate agencies about available solutions and the media best 
suited to reliably and affordably meet these guidelines.

Robert Renzoni: There are only two agencies in the government that are really 
considered true archives: NARA and the USDA. When we speak of archives, we’re 
talking in a broader sense of what agencies are developing as “repositories.”  
NASA and their various sub agencies and intelligence communities all have 
these repositories of important data that they can leverage. And because of that, 
each agency has their own unique policy and guidelines. It gets very complex 
really quickly. Our best advice is to make sure you really understand not only the 
broader scope for the government, but also the individual agency needs.

There’s a draft document out there, the 2020 Federal Data Strategy Action Plan, 
which gives an all-encompassing guide to these repositories. You can go out to 
strategy.data.gov to read it.
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Q:  What archiving solutions are available to help IT leaders 
comply with federal requirements?

Michael Lamb: It’s important to distinguish the difference between a backup 
and archive. The backup is there for disaster recovery. For example, when end 
users delete files, you’ve got to recover files when something gets corrupted. The 
archive is more of a long-term data storage repository. It’s not really for disaster 
recovery. A lot of agencies are starting to use some of those backups in their AI 
strategy like for machine learning. But now your traditional backup players are 
starting to do more in the archive space to provide a full data protection option. 

A lot of companies are looking at cheaper options. Spinning drives are more 
economical as opposed to some object storage, which could be on-premise in a 
customer’s data center or within the cloud, via the S3 protocols.

For archiving, tape is still a very viable technology. It’s a high density option. Even 
if you’re doing a public cloud archive, chances are it’s running on tape technology 
in the backend. You won’t have as much access as object storage but for long-
term, it’s appropriate. 

Robert Renzoni: We look at data management as “hot, warm and cold” tiers of 
storage. You have your objects, or basically your warm data, where you’re trying 
to manipulate the data for AI engines and you have cold storage for compliance 
and other regulatory reasons where you might not be accessing the data very 
frequently -  that’s where tape is a very inexpensive and viable mechanism.

I think the big secret in the industry is all these cloud vendors are bringing low-
cost storage, but there’s always a catch, and behind the scenes they’re leveraging 
tape. Some players are starting to develop their object storage strategy. How 
do we build 50 petabytes plus archives that are like repositories and are more 
accessible and shareable?

Sharing data access with other organizations is important in government. The 
White House memo says, if you’re a scientific research firm, you have to provide 
your data out to other scientific researchers.  That sharing is a big piece of 
what’s driving cloud adoption and the on-prem object storage. In general, a 
tiered approach to architecture is important and then having a robust data 
management application sitting above that can drive traffic to the right place and 

make it more seamless. And now integrators are providing  as-a-Service offerings 
that are attractive for people that want to go to the cloud, but want to build it 
economically and on-premise.

Q:  How is the threat of ransomware influencing the approach to 
archiving? What other steps should agencies take to ensure 
security of archived data?

Rob Davies: One of the things that’s evident today across government is 
cyberattacks - whether that’s straight out phishing or hacking. We’ve certainly 
seen this across different forms of government. It’s been mainly in state and 
local, but it does happen in federal as well. 

Robert Renzoni: We’re seeing these attacks almost daily now. Ransomware is 
definitely a big business, where data is weaponized. The first goal is to educate 
your users to make sure that they don’t fall victim to these phishing expeditions. 
You have to go back to the basics of reviewing your backup policies and it’s 
critical to make sure that all your data repositories are backed up and protected. 

Sometimes protecting an archive is a complicated task because if you have a 
10-plus petabyte archive, you’re not doing nightly backups. The tiered approach 
will help protect the data upon ingest so that you have multiple copies in 
different places to maintain data health.

Anything that’s connected to the network can get infected and ransomware 
is getting smarter. They are now attacking the backend infrastructure so it’s 
important that the backups get encrypted. If it’s plugged into the network, it’s 
vulnerable. There are some tools out there that you can leverage like WORM – 
(Write Once, Read Many) media. 

This is particularly important because once it’s written, you can’t change the 
data on the object store side. We have a feature called Object Block, which 
works a lot like a WORM - once the media is written, it can’t be added or 
changed or deleted, giving you greater protection against the threats. In 
general, beyond backups, there’s also “versioning,” where you might have 
versions of your data stored out. Anytime a user changes a document, you keep 
a repository of versions of that file so that you can always roll back. Quantum 
has come up with a couple of solutions around this into what we call the “Active 
Vault”  – a mechanism to provide air gap in the tape infrastructure where you 



move the tapes inside the robot but outside of the connected network so you 
can’t get to it or damage it. 

Michael Lamb: One of the things we’re constantly talking about with customers 
is the best practice of a 3, 2, 1, backup. Three copies of your data are saved to 
two different devices, and one kind should be off site. Tape or cloud is a great 
offline copy media for that because it’s not going to be used daily, it’s not 
connected to the network and you can restore from that anytime. 

Robert Renzoni: The government has taken a very security-minded approach to 
just about everything IT related, and they’ve done really well setting standards 
that even the commercial companies are starting to catch up on encrypting data 
at rest.

Q:  What strategies are agencies using (or should be using) to 
maximize archive resources? What are some use-cases / 
examples of how agencies are creating secure, efficient and 
cost-effective archive environments?

Michael Lamb: As agencies tier their data, we typically see them move towards 
a backup with an object-like storage or spinning disk. They can populate a 
TestDev environment and test any applications, as well as handle AI mechanisms 
and different workloads. So, they use the backed up data to benefit the agency.  
That data is typically closer to their environment, making it an on-premise 
option.  If you’re using it more often, you can’t put it to the Cloud because of 
latency issues and financial issues with egress charges. Now it’s also easier for 
recovery, going down to the granular file and folder level, so you don’t have to 
re-restore an entire server like you did in the past and your search and recovery 
process doesn’t take weeks. It can now take hours and minutes.

It’s also important that they automate the tiering process as it can be very 
complex and time-consuming. After a certain number of days, your initial 
backup is going to go to object storage. After days, weeks or months, it’s going 
to move off to either tape or the public cloud. Keeping it automated streamlines 
this routine.  

Robert Renzoni: There’s a lot of software that handles that automated policy 
tiering. You set the policy when you install the system, and it automatically 

decides to move the data up and down. The government doesn’t want to 
build complex solutions. They want to hit the easy button and focus on their 
mission. That’s why Cloud is so attractive these days, but they worry about 
the costs later and it ends up biting them in the end. As a result there are 
more archive as-a-Service offerings coming into play to achieve the policy and 
regulatory requirements agencies need.

Michael Lamb: The actual tiering and the implementation of the technology is 
not the difficult part. It’s walking through the agency requirements. Managed 
services can help create an easier way to implement these strategies. 

Robert Renzoni: The hardest part is figuring out what data you have and where 
to put it. So the concept of a 100 year archive is a reality. And if you were to 
approach your archive, how would you work around that?  Important pieces like 
the ability to search and find what you need has to be easier. In order to have a 
robust search engine sitting in front of your archive to accomplish this you have 
to tap into new tools that give you data tagging capabilities.  If we can provide 
software solutions that automatically tag that data, it makes your archive more 
robust and useful into the future. 

“ The government doesn’t want to build complex 
solutions. They want to hit the easy button and focus 
on their mission. That’s why Cloud is so attractive 
these days, but they worry about the costs later and it 
ends up biting them in the end. As a result there are 
more archive as-a-Service offerings coming into play 
to achieve the policy and regulatory requirements 
agencies need.”

Robert Renzoni, Director of Technical Sales, Americas 



Q:  How does the total cost of ownership of an on-prem archive 
solution compare to the public cloud? Should agencies 
pursue on-prem archive strategy, cloud or a combination? 

Robert Renzon: I know a lot of procurement officers like the flexibility of Cloud, 
because they don’t have to do a software package procurement. But there is 
definitely a need for certain datasets to stay on-premise where you have low 
latency, high access. I think what we’re seeing is the in-and-out fears that are 
associated with the cloud, tend to ramp up the costs. This is especially true when 
you’re talking about multiple petabytes. Once you have all the data up there and 
years later have hundreds of petabytes, you can get stuck. Migrations come into 
play as well. How do you move 100 petabytes? That’s something that you have to 
think ahead before you get invested into a certain technology.  
 
Rob Davies: There are IT resources available to help agencies solve the 
problem. Some of it is going to be in a public cloud and some of it is going to 
be in an on-prem as-a-Service model or a traditional IT purchase and managed 
in a traditional data center environment. There are some natural benefits to 
having data on-premise. It’s competitive with public cloud and a predictable 
cost. So you know how much you’re going to pay and no additional fees and 
egress charges. We can help agencies work through the tiering model and 
determine how on-premise, object and long-term tape can work and how to 
move workloads off of the cloud. DoD and a few companies that got started in 
that early, like ViON, have turned it into a business, and an operational concept 
to help implement new strategies to get to the cloud, put the right workload on 
the right platform and leverage speed and agility to help improve effectiveness. 
 
Robert Renzon: There’s also this paradigm shift that I’ve seen, where folks are 
actually ingesting data into the cloud as their tier one, and they’re using their 
on-prem as their archive or DR capability. Now that we’ve come down the road 
a bit and there’s actually data living in the cloud, how do we protect ourselves 
against the cloud now and get back to some of the fundamental tenets of data 
protection.
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“ The solutions all exist, it’s just a matter of what 
modernization choices you should make now, what 
technology is at the right economics and how to best 
evolve using as-a-Service and smart archive solutions 
to upgrade the environment. Fortunately, these 
models and available technology allow agencies to do 
just that and get the best path forward.”

Rob Davies, ViON EVP of Operations

Rob Davies: Understanding best practices and regulatory requirements by 
agency and then determining the strategies to implement the data protection/
data management solution that aligns with the mission is a proverbial 
whiteboard session, taking into account much of what we discussed today. The 
solutions all exist, it’s just a matter of what modernization choices you should 
make now, what technology is at the right economics and how to best evolve 
using as-a-Service and smart archive solutions to upgrade the environment. 
Fortunately, these models and available technology allow agencies to do just 
that and get the best path forward. 


